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Abstract 

This article describes a doctoral research plan for mod-
eling the co-creative improvisation of open-ended em-
bodied narratives in two ongoing research projects 
called LuminAI and GENII. The research focuses on 
mitigating the knowledge-authoring bottleneck in-
volved using lifelong interactive learning from observa-
tion and experience. The research methodology in-
volves building co-creative systems for human - com-
puter embodied narrative improv, public installa-
tion/exhibition/dissemination in order to collect real-
world datasets of human-computer improv, human-
centered evaluation of the experience in public/lab set-
tings, and evaluation of the agent learning/performance 
using the collected data sets. The article concludes with 
a research timeline describing the ongoing work. 

Introduction 
The computational creativity community has formally 
studied creative cognition in various domains (c.f. Gardner 
2008), while also attempting to model creativity computa-
tionally (Veale, Feyaerts, and Forceville 2013). More re-
cently there has been an increased focus on co-creativity 
between humans and computers. However, the popularity 
of virtual reality (VR) as an interactive storytelling medi-
um has emphasized the lack of computational models of 
co-creativity in embodied creative domains such as embod-
ied narrative improvisation (embodied narrative improv). 
 VR games and experiences are a fast-growing segment 
of the digital entertainment (BUSINESS WIRE 2017) as 
well as training and simulation industries (Cooke and 
Stone 2013; Seymour et al. 2002). Naturalistic interaction 
in VR, such as walking and manipulating the virtual world 
using the body, supports the open-endedness of improv 
experiences. Users can physically mime flipping burgers 
(Owlchemy Labs 2016) or scaling Mt. Everest (Sólfar Stu-
dios 2016) to do so in-game. In contrast, non-player char-
acters (NPCs) are limited to using small sets of canned 
animations due to the knowledge-authoring bottleneck 
(Csinger, Booth, and Poole 1994) involved in expanding 
this set. This results in a jarring imbalance in the creative 
autonomy available to (and responsibility placed on) the 

human collaborator in such an embodied co-creative expe-
rience. Thus the knowledge-authoring bottleneck is a sig-
nificant challenge to developing computational models of 
co-creativity in open-ended embodied narrative improv. 
 Various techniques exist in the game AI literature to 
mitigate the knowledge-authoring bottleneck. However, 
the flexibility and expressivity of interaction required for 
embodied narrative improv makes them less applicable. 
NPC movement can be learned/generated from motion 
capture datasets. However, few datasets exist for a broad 
enough set of human action to enable open-ended improvi-
sation. Additionally, few (if any) motion capture data sets 
are annotated with formal semantics describing how the 
actions within them affect their environment in order to 
choose when to use them. Procedurally generated move-
ments can also appear unnatural, exhibiting the uncanny 
valley effect (Mori, MacDorman, and Kageki 2012). 
 One way to mitigate the knowledge-authoring bottleneck 
in an open-ended improv system is to learn the necessary 
knowledge from all the human users over the system’s 
lifetime. This would be facilitated by a knowledge repre-
sentation that could be updated incrementally, integrating 
new and prior learned knowledge in an online manner. 
Additionally, in order to make the learned knowledge usa-
ble immediately, the user could interactively correct learn-
ing errors. 

Figure 1: LuminAI dome installation with people improvising 
open-ended embodied proto-narratives with each other and virtu-
al characters (humanoid figures made of motes of light) 
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LuminAI 
LuminAI (formerly Viewpoints AI) is a dome-based interac-
tive art installation (Jacob et al. 2013) where human partic-
ipants can interact expressively with virtual characters in 
order to co-creatively improvise movement-based perfor-
mances together. Over its lifetime, LuminAI learns in real-
time what actions it can perform and how to sequence them 
in response to a collaborator’s actions (Jacob and Magerko 
2015) by observing their movements. Learned actions can 
be flexibly reused in many different contexts. The system 
also learns how to sequence actions together by learning 
Markov chains (Cope and Mayer 1996) of action classes 
from observation. This models the simplified improv pro-
cess as a mutual coupling where the characters and users 
are responding to each other. 
 In addition, the installation utilizes a computational for-
malization of Viewpoints movement theory (Bogart and 
Landau 2006) to analyze the improvised scene, organize its 
experiences, and aesthetically transform learned actions for 
variety (Jacob and Magerko 2015). The system models 
improvisational responses by choosing responses using 
multiple response strategies within a cognitive architecture 
called Soar (Langley, Laird, and Rogers 2009) that per-
forms the action selection reasoning. These strategies in-
clude repetition (to create rapport), transformation along 
Viewpoints dimensions (to create novelty), retrieval of 
previously observed movements from episodic memory 
(Tulving 1985) that were similar in Viewpoints dimensions 
(to generate aesthetically appropriate novelty), and using 
the learned Markov chains of action classes discussed be-
fore (to follow expected patterns/develop motifs). 
 LuminAI has been exhibited publically in informal, in-
vited, and peer-reviewed showings. An iterative design 
methodology was used, with participant feedback incorpo-
rated after each showing. The installation has also been 
formally evaluated using theoretical analysis of authorial 
leverage and ablative user study (Jacob, Zook, and 
Magerko 2013) as well as qualitative study during a public 
exhibition (Long et al. 2017). 
 Using a working definition of narrative as a sequence of 
causally and temporally related actions performed by a set 
of characters, the improvised performance in LuminAI 
constitutes a proto-narrative. This is an initial step along 

the stated research direction because the actions performed 
in it are temporally and aesthetically related but not fully 
causally related. Additionally, the improvisation focused 
on pure abstract movement, ignoring the environmental 
context of those movements. The ongoing MImE/GENII 
project addresses these issues. 

MImE/GENII 
MImE (Movement-based Improvisation Environment) is a 
VR experience where a person and a virtual character can 
collaboratively improvise open-ended embodied narratives. 
The initial research prototype being built enables embodied 
narrative improv within a larger framing narrative of the 
protagonist and their service android crash landing on an 
alien planet, damaging the android’s memory. In order to 
survive, explore, and escape, the player and their android 
have to perform collaborative tasks using various objects in 
the environment with the player teaching the android the 
necessary skills to help complete the task. A future version 
with less structure is planned for free improvisation of em-
bodied narrative, but is out of scope for the current re-
search plan. 

 GENII (Graphical Embodied Narrative Intelligence & 
Improvisation) is the intelligent agent architecture for life-
long learning and virtual character control in open-ended 
embodied narrative experiences such as MImE. In order 
for the GENII-controlled android character in MImE to 
learn how to interact with the environment, it observes the 
player’s interactions with it, reasons about how the play-
er’s physical body movements change the state of objects 
in the environment and uses that to build an inductive 
model of the effects of the player’s action. It uses this 
model to perform an action in the environment during col-
laborative tasks with feedback from the player. GENII 
agents thus perform interactive imitation learning (Mühlig, 
Gienger, and Steil 2012) of action models (Yang, Xu, and 
Chen 1997). 
 The learned action models are stored in a generalized 
hypergraph (Iordanov 2010) knowledge representation. A 
generalized hypergraph is an extension of hypergraphs and 
graphs where single edges can connect an arbitrary number 
of vertices and edges themselves. This allows GENII to 

Figure 2: The MImE virtual environment (screenshot) for co-
creating improvised embodied narratives about marooned space 
explorers and their robots. 



hierarchically connect the grounded percepts it experiences 
to abstract concepts that are derived from them.  
 The hypergraph implements a cognitive memory model 
that combines sensory, episodic, and semantic memories 
into a single structure. The percepts the agent receives are 
temporarily stored in sensory memory, while a reconstruc-
tive representation of the percept is then stored in the hy-
pergraph linked to the last and next percepts the agent ex-
periences. This forms the agent’s episodic memory. These 
percepts are grounded in the agent’s experience and are 
executable action models. The agent clusters over similar 
episodes or actions in order to learn a prototypical action 
concept or class. These action concepts can then be refer-
enced independent of the individual episodes in which they 
were learned. This implements the agent’s semantic 
memory of actions. 
 The knowledge that is stored at each layer of the hyper-
graph grows more abstract in the vertical direction. With 
repeated examples of actions, the knowledge can be clus-
tered horizontally at each layer of the knowledge hierar-
chy. Particularly, sequences of human position data ob-
served by the agent are stored at the lowest layer of the 
hypergraph. This positional data is normalized and general-
ized for flexible usage. 

 Each sequence of motion data is segmented at the next 
layer by the changes they cause to the environment. This 
world state is described using image schematic primitives 
such as containment (whether an object contains any other 
object or is itself contained by another object), linkage 
(whether an object is physically linked to other objects), 
center-periphery spatial relationships (whether some ob-
jects encircle others at some distance), joining, splitting, 
etc. Changes in the state of environmental objects are 
tracked. An embodied approach is applied to limit the 
tracking to objects the user interacts with (this limits the 
second order effects learnable but restricts change tracking 
to a manageable problem). The movements between each 
change in the environment are referred to as sub-actions.  

 With repeated examples, sub-actions are clustered to-
gether based on similarity of motion and effect (on world 
state). Labels for prototypes of each sub-action cluster are 
then automatically crowdsourced using Mechanical Turk. 
This is required to enable communication of learned 
knowledge to human users as well as to enable future con-
nection to symbolic knowledge bases. These labels are 
then cleaned and processed. This crowdsourcing is repeat-
ed for the action as well, which is composed of a sequence 
of sub-actions. Given a goal state, this hierarchical action 
model learned by the agent can be used to act in the world 
through action planning (Erol, Hendler, and Nau 1994). It 
can also be connected to knowledge bases for common 
sense (Speer and Havasi 2012) and linguistic reasoning 
(Martha, Dan, and Paul 2005), or used for analogical rea-
soning (Gentner and Smith 2012) and conceptual blending 
(Fauconnier and Turner 2008) in the future, but that is out 
of scope for this research. 

 Another key component of GENII is a set of metacogni-
tive (Flavell 1979) models of creativity that evaluate the 
novelty, value, surprise, and aesthetic description of 
knowledge (like in Maher 2010) at each layer of the hyper-
graph. This is used to filter out low quality knowledge 
from the agent. This includes ignoring bad percepts during 
interactive learning, forgetting action models during sys-
tem idle time, and generating only appropriately creative 
responses from sequences or combinations of learned 
knowledge.   

Research Plan 
After initial investigations into embodied narrative improv 
with the LuminAI project, the author’s focus is now on the 
MImE/GENII project that is ongoing with an initial proto-
types being completed for the start of summer 2017. At the 
time of writing, there is one partial user task completed in 
MImE with associated assets. In GENII, the motion layer 
learning has been added and evaluated along with a model 
of motion dissimilarity. By summer, MImE will include 2-
3 open-ended user tasks within the crashed spaceship inte-

Figure 4: A partial example of the hypergraph knowledge repre-
sentation  

Figure 3: The GENII agent architecture. 



rior. In GENII, this will include initial models of novelty 
and value; tracking of partial object state; and motion layer 
segmentation using object state changes. This will allow 
baseline user evaluations and system evaluations in sum-
mer 2017. With results and feedback from them, in fall 
2017, the remaining MImE scenario will be added (base 
camp). In GENII, novelty, surprise, value, and aesthetic 
description models; full object state tracking; and response 
generation with learned action models will be completed. 
Spring 2018 will be spent evaluating the system, refining 
it, and writing the dissertation. The defense will be in 
summer 2018. 
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